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Mizo Cattle
Conserved by Mr. Lalpuiliana in Mizoram

Address of livestock keeper :

Mr. Lalpuiliana
Village Zotlang (East)
Champhai, Mizoram
Mobile : 98627 26038

Family background
Lalpuiliana is from Mizo tribe, belonging to Hmar clan. He has other two adults
and a child in his family. He studied upto 8th standard. Basically a farmer, he
is regularly involved in local games and sports. He owns agricultural land around
7 bhigas and grazing forest land about 10 bhigas. He cultivates crops cabbage,
Mustard and corn are the main crops but in small scale with a small amount of
local variety of rice cultivation.
Presently (January 2013) he has 6 cows, 2 heifers, 5 bulls, 6 young calves,
4 pigs, 20 desi poulry, 2 duck and 2 dogs. Bulls used for providing natural service
to the cows of around 20 farmers in the village. Mr. Lalpuiliana is a poor livestock
keeper well versed with the management of local livestock.
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Details of Breed Conservation
Mr. Lalpuiliana remembers that his great grandfather was also maintaining the
same Mizo cattle around 50 years ago. These cattle are easier to maintain and
“We are well versed with how to manage them. Unlike the crosses with Mithun,
these local cows need much less feed/fodder”. He told that the animals are
resistant, except the calves born during winter some of which die due to cold.
They also take these cattle to the mountains for grazing. Other than grazing the
cattle are provided salt by the owners. Some of his cows yield 3.5 kg (peak yield)
and “the average peak yield is 2 kg and I get sufficient income from my cows
and the bulls”, he told.
Milk is sold at Rs.40/litre. Due to low productivity of cow and since milking
is done only once a day the amount of milk obtained is low usually about
5–8 litres/ day of which 1 litre is kept for family consumption mainly. Manure of
the farm is used for the cultivation of crops and since animals are usually herded
to the grazing grounds during the day manure is also low. Sale of calves depends
on the need of the farm, He usually maintains animals depending on his ability to
herd and maintain as well as replacement of the animals. Price of the animals is
usually high as it can be used as draught, milch and meat purposes. A weaned
heifer may fetch about Rs.7,500–10,000/-. He also gets his income from the bulls,
he maintains the superior bulls in his farm and offers them for breeding to other
farmers, price depends upon the distance of the farm where breeding is to be
conducted, it may range between Rs.500-2000/-. This is because the farmer has
to walk his bull to the designated farm without using any mode of transportation
– which is usually the case as it is a hilly terrain and farms located on the hilly
slope have no road links. He maintains adult as well as young bulls and provides
bull service to other farmers. Cost of a female is around Rs.10,000/- while the
adult male fetches a higher price of Rs.40,000/-. He provide bull service of the
local breed to other farmers free of cost in the village.

Documented by

:

Dr. D.K. Sadana, ICAR Scientist
Dr. Andrew Lalrewruata
M.V.Sc. Scholar (Dept. Of A.G.B),
College of Veterinary Science,
SELESIH, Aizawl, Mizoram.
Phone number : 9862743307.

Kadaknath Poultry bird
Conserved by Humji, Madya Pradesh.

Address of Livestock keeper :

Shri Humji, S/o Bhura
Village Jhayda, Block - Jhabua
Jhabua (M.P.)- 457661
Ph : 08717856705

Background of Tribal region in Jhabua District
Jhabua district is a drought prone categorized under 11 Agro Climatic Zone named
Jhabua hills and has basically agriculture oriented economy. It receives low, scanty
and unevenly distributed rainfall with shallow and poor soils. The district is scattered
with hilly rocks. It is surrounded by Dhar district in East, Gujrat state in West,
Barwani district in South & Ratlam district in North, borders of Maharashtra and
Rajsthan states also touches to district in south and north respectively It is about
428m. above the mean sea level. It has an area of 6773 Sq. Km.
The habitat villages are 1340 and many candle less villages. The district has 12
blocks & four revenue sub-divisions viz., Jhabua. Thandla, Jobat and Alirajpur. 8
Tehisils, 664 Gram panchayaths, 5 Nagar panchayaths and 2 Town Municipalities.
Jhabua district is famous for Poulry breed-Kadaknath and exude of Toddy (Palmtree).
Plant which gives slight dizziness when used in fermented form. District is also
famous for tribal culture. “Bhagoriya” is famous tribal festival which is celebrated
just before holi festival.
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Golden

Jet Black

Pencilled

Family Background
Shri Humji, s/o Bhura is a 41 year old tribal farmer belonging to Jhayda village
of thasil Jhabua district Jhabua of Madhya Pradesh. He is educated upto 5th
standard having 2.5 acre lands. His financial condition was very poor and their
family completely depends on agriculture. He grew mostly rainfed maize (local maize
- Satti), blackgram and soybean for livelihood. The production of crops depends
on monsoon. He also rears the Kadaknath in backyard system. Now days, 150
kadaknath bird available in humji poultry shed and 45 kadakanth chicks.

Importance of Kadaknath Breed
An Indian poultry breed, Kadaknath is native to Jhabua district of Madhya Pradesh.
The original name of Kadaknath was “kalamasi” meaning the fowl having black
flesh. Kadaknath is famous for its black meat which is known for its meat quality,
texture and flavour. This species is known to bear special medicinal value in
homeopathy and a particular nervous disorder. This poultry reared mainly by the
tribal community of Bhil and Bhilala in the districts Jhabua and Dhar in Madhya
Pradesh. Due to its meat medicinal properities, this is high demand and high price
bird. This breed reared by Humji since 1990 and his fore- fathers also engaged in
Kadaknath rearing. The Kadaknath birds reveal appreciable degree of resistance to
diseases than any other exotic breeds of fowl in its natural habitat in free ranging.
Kadaknath birds also resistant to extreme climatic environment like poor housing,
poor management and poor feeding. The meat & egg of Kadaknath are rich source
of protein (25 – 47%) and lower source of fat (3 – 5%).Black meat of Kadaknath
is very popular and delicious, its flesh is of higher value and is being used for
the treatment of many human disease by tribal living in Jhabua district.
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Breed Characteristics of Kadaknath
Sl.
No.

Character

Jet Black
Type
Black
(54.25%)

Pencilled
Type

Golden
Type

1.

Male & Female
Plumage colour

Black with white Black with golden
feathers on neck feathers on head &
(29.89%)
neck (15.86%)

2.

Black colouration

Due to deposition of Melanine pigment in connective
tissue of organs & in the dermis

3.

Pattern

The dark/solid black pattern (37.32%) generally more
common, however some light/dull black (22.62%),
striped (31.64%) and patchy (8.36%) pattern also
been observed.

4.

Blood

The blood is darker than normal blood

5.

Comb
colour,
comb type and
wattle

Comb colour : The comb colour observed in all three
varieties of kadaknath bird was grey (40.01%) to dark
grey (49.36%), however purple hue colour (10.61%)
was also observed. Comb type : The single comb
type are predominantly (69.73%), however pea comb
(33.24%) and mixed comb (2.60%) also observed.
Wattle : The size of the wattle smaller in females as
compared to males, which is light grey in colour.
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6.

Colour of shank,
skin and ear
lobes

Shank colour : Gray (30.84%), dark gray (57.95%)
and black shank (11.21%),Skin colour- The black
(28.41%), gray (19.12%) and dark gray (52.41%),
Ear lobe colour : Moderate in size fitting close to
the head. Light to dark grey colour

7.

Beak,
neck

and

Beak : Black, stout and well curved. Eyes : Moderately
large, round and black coloured (74.35%). However few
light black/grey eye coloured (25.67%) also observed.
Neck : Moderately long, nicely arched.

8.

Breast, wings, legs
and toes

Breast: Well rounded and carried forward.
Wings: Large, well folded and carried without drooping.
Leg and Toes : Legs set well apart, straight lower
thighs, shanks moderately long and the toes are
straight and well spread. Lower thighs having black
feathers. Shanks and toes were black or bluish black
in colour

9.

Internal organs
skeletal muscles,
tendons, nerves,
meninges, brain

Varying degrees of intense black colouration which
is pronounced in trachea

eyes

Performance Indicator for poultry birds (Kadaknath)
Indicator

Baseline

Present Status (Kadaknath)

Poultry shed
Sale rate
Growth rate (1kg)

Backyard poultry
250 kadaknath shed
400-500 (6-8 month) 450-700 (3-4 month)
6-8 month
3-4 month

Mortality %
Income(Rs.)/year/
100 birds unit
Knowledge

Upto 50%
Rs.35,000 – 40,000

Below 10%
Rs. 85,000 - 90,000

Nil

Marketing

Nil

Farmers aware about Vaccination
& medicine for conservation &
promotion
KVK known for kadaknath birds
conservation

Documented by

:

Dr. I.S.Tomar
Programme Coordinator
Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Near Rajgarh Naka,
Jhabua (M.P.) - 457661
Ph : 07392-244367(O), 243546(R),
Mob : 09425188028 Fax : 07392-244367
E-mail: kvkjhabua@rediffmail.com
kvkjhabua@gmail.com

Dayalibai Raika
Animal healer and advocate for Livestock Keepers’ Rights,
Rajasthan

Address of livestock keeper :

Dayalibai Raika
(Opp.) Fateh Bagh Hotel, Ranakpur Road,
village Hirawas, Sadri,
District Pali, Rajasthan
Mobile : 0 90018 17782
e-mail: c/o lpps@sify.com

Family background
Dayalibai has three sons and one daughter. She comes from a pastoralist family,
but is now working part time in the anganwadi where she is cooking the school
meals. Her husband is working in the Ranakpur Temple. She made much effort to
get her daughter Pavni educated and Pavni is now running a small shop in which
camel products are sold. Dailibai owns 3 bighas of land on which she grows maize
(for home consumption) and jowar (as animal feed).
Dayalibai owns 4 local cattle (3 cows and 1 calf), 10 goats (black) and 9 sheep
of Boti/Tepli breed (black face). The cows and goats that were discarded by their
owners and Dayalibai nursed them back to health. The sheep are reared as part
of a larger herd owned by a relative. All the milk is for home consumption and
making into curd and ghee. She is composting the manure and uses it to fertilize
her fields. If she has it in excess, then she also sells the manure.

Name of community
Dayalibai is a Raika (Hindu). The Raika are the proverbial guardians of the camel
and also have created various other livestock breeds.

Lifestyle and mobility
Dayalibai lives in a house which she gradually built herself on squatted land, starting
with a kaccha one room hut made from tree branches. So she is not mobile, but
is every year travelling long distances to support other livestock keepers.

Detail of breed conservation
Dayalibai keeps several livestock of local breeds, but her special contribution as
Breed Saviour is in indirect help by working for Livestock Keepers’ Rights and
grazing rights. Dayalibai is well known as an animal healer and also as a midwife
and traditional healer for humans. She knows how to heal fractures by applying
splints. Locally, Dailibai also defends the rights of poor people, for instance of
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tribals whose land others are trying to appropriate, and helps them lodge complaints
with the District Collector.
But Dayalibai, although illitreate, has gained international reputation as a promoter
of Livestock Keepers’ Rights. In 2007, she travelled abroad for the first time as
part of the LIFE Network and participated in the first International Conference
on Animal Genetic Resources at Interlaken (Switzerland). She also travelled to
Germany and Spain where she attended a Global Gathering of Pastoralists, and
she is Councillor of the World Association of Mobile Indigenous People (WAMIP). In
2010, she helped developing the Raika Biocultural Protocol and subsequently was
invited to Kenya to speak about it at a meeting of African indigenous people. At
the same occasion she introduced the Raika BCP to the Samburu pastoralists in
Kenya. Later in the year she participated in a UN level meeting at the Secretariat
of the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity in Montreal, Canada, where
she handed over the Raika BCP to a high-level official.
In 2012, she gave a strong speech to the Forest Department during a community
rally for Forest Rights in which four thousand people participated. As a consequence,
the Forest department decreased the fee/fine they are charging for grazing.

Breeding practice
Dayalibai’s animals are serviced naturally. Some of her traditional practices are:
 Healing fractures by means of a splint. For afra (bloat): hing in hot water
 For bigger stomach problems: mixture of haldi (turmeric), tilli ka tel (sesame
oil).
 She is good at helping animals giving birth and can remove dead embryos by
hand.
 When the fetus is placed in the wrong position, she can readjust this with a
special instrument called adoli.
Achievements
Dayalibai has managed to obtain a special status where she can speak openly
in public, even though she is a woman – which is rare in Rajasthan. Many male
members of her community do not approve of this, but she is a strong leader and
public speaker, respected by many, even though she is an illitreate woman.
Source of income and Value addition of products in marketing
Dayalibai’s income is from the part-time job in the school. She provides her ethnoveterinary services for free. She also earns some commission from the camel
products sold from her house by her daughter Pavni. She volunteers her time and
services to LPPS.
Address for communication :

LPPS, P.O. Box 1,
Sadri - 306702,
District Pali, Rajasthan.
E-mail : lpps@sify.com
Mobile : 09414818564 (Hanwant Singh)

Kasaragod Cattle
Conserved by Members of

Kamadugha movement in Kasaragod District, Kerala.

Address of livestock keepers: Kasaragod Cow Breed Conservation Charitable Trust
Amruthadhara Goloka,
Bajakudlu Po, Perla - 671552
Kasaragod, Kerala.
Ph : 096456 43499
Email : kasaragodgou@gmail.com
Kasaragod cattle breed is world’s smallest dwarf cattle. It is not a registered breed.
The population has dwindled to 12,000 which was in lakhs about few decades
ago. It is distinct from Malnad gidda breed from neighbouring Karnataka state by
its typical hoof which is smaller in Kasargod cattle. There are seven colours in
the same Kasargod cattle and based on colour it is called Kapila, Kappu (black),
siguru (copper) etc.. Maintenance cost is less; good fertility with more than 18
lactations recorded in some cows. Short statured compact animals (80 – 90 cm
height). In the goshala at Perla, Kasaragod district a cow with 70 cm height which
is in 14th lactation is conserved is seen in picture.

World’ s smallest
dwarf cattle with
70 cm height in
the 14th lactation.
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Mik yield is 2 litre milk/day (nowadays it increased 4-5 litres in few of the members
of Kamdhuga farm by good practices). Earlier this breed is widely used to prepare
Panchagavya in rituals by using ghee of kapila, cowdung of kappu, urine of siguru
(copper colour), curd of grey color, milk of reddish brown cows as told by Subrahmanya
Prasad, volunteer in the Kamadugha movement (Kamadugha means Kamadhenu –
cow goddess and provider of all gifts one expects as per local Mythology) under
the initiative of Ramachandrapura Matha. There is also rare “Mangalachand” dotted
cow with black dots and it is very auspicious or sacred usually found one in 10,
000 as shown in picture.
By seeing the importance of Kasargod cattle the Sri Ramachandra Pura Mutt in
Shimoga district, Karnataka state initiated awareness programme in the conservation
of local breed. There are 42 farmers in Perla area of Kasargod district who have
adopted this Kasaragod cattle each about 8-30 numbers during 2005 onwards.
They formed Kasargod cow breed conservation charitable trust in Perla, Kerala and
actively use the cow products for agriculture and few use value added products
viz. Shamana Thaila (for back ache), Vaishwanara Choorna, Vathsalya (child tonic),
Tooth powder, Jalamrutha each product is commercially sold both for human and
crop treatment.
They also promoted a Goshala in Perla to rescue Kasaragod cattle which are very
old, unproductive or met with accident and care them till the point of death. The
members never disposed un productive cattle for slaughter purpose but care them
on their own or handed over to the common goshala. The members and goshala
are involved in production of value added products and there by ensure economic
viability of Kasaragod cattle farm.
Perhaps the most interesting as well as the most important part of this conservation
is the model Gou-Bank that functions within the Gaushala. Anyone who wishes to
buy or sell cattle has to go through the Gou bank. The Gou bank collects excess
cattle from farmers saves them and then allots them to people who are looking
for cattle. Farmers who find it difficult to maintain their cattle can ‘deposit’ the
cattle there and collect them back later. Likewise people who want to buy cattle
but cannot afford them financially can get cattle from the bank on the condition
that a progeny of the cattle is returned to the gou-bank later.
Breed selection, as well as improvement of breed quality is of paramount importance
to the Kamadhuga Movement. Hence, as a matter of policy the Kamadhuga Movement
does practice only natural breeding methods with bulls, artificial insemination is
completely ruled out.
Apart from these, there are several individuals from other parts of Kerala who
have who maintain these these breeds under the guidance of the Perla Goushala
under the Kamadhuga movement.
Some of the cases of individual members involved / adopted Kasaragod cattle for
conservation are given below.
1.

Mr. Subrahmanya Prasad: Bull of Kapila type : Prasad has been instrumental in
spreading the Kamdhuga Conservation movement in Kerala. He is the state coordinator
for the Kamadhuga movement, and the Bharatiya Gou–Bank. He is a bachelor
farmer (30 years old). He studied upto +2 and completed ITI course. For the

17
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last 7 years he has been maintaining 12 cattle including (7 cows + 1 bull + 4
calves). He is owning 18 acres of land raising areca nut, coconut, banana, pepper,
cardamom, paddy and vegetables organically. He is using cattle manure for organic
farming through slurry mixing tank by using 1.5 hp motor. In addition he produces
cattle urine based pesticide called Jalamrutha for spraying them in crops. It is
very effective for button shedding in areca nut, pepper thrips, tea mite sucking
pets in grapes, paddy leaf roller. He collects daily 75-95 litres of cow urine sells
about 2000 litre of pesticide per month. Average milk yield is 4 – 5 litres milk
daily and he uses for home consumption and for making Ghee / clarified butter.
He observes that horns in cattle if wide apart will give more milk based on his
experience in cattle keeping. His turnover is Rs.80,000/- per month by selling cow
urine based pesticide. His maintenance cost of 12 cattle is Rs.15,000/- per month
only as he feeds agricultural residues or wild grass obtained from forest jungles.
He earns a net profit of about Rs.30,000/- per month and annually around Rs.3
– 3.5 lakhs.
2.

Mr. Narayana Bhat and Shashikala : They own 18 acres of plantation crops (arecanut,
cardamom, rubber, pepper) maintaining
9 Kasargod cattle from 2006 onwards
(adopted from Kamadugha movement)
cattle including 1 bull for natural service.
They obtain 5-6 litres of milk per day and
use them for home consumption. They
produce ghee and sell it for Rs.600 per kilo.
Shashikala is using agricultural waste such
as arecanut leaf sheath, coconut leaves,
banana plants, jack fruits as cattle feed.
She tells that during jack fruit season she
feeds 5 kg of jack fruit. She told that
daily feeding green arecanut leaf sheath
of 2 kg for each cow increases 500 ml
of milk per lactating. (Contact address:
Smt B. Shashikala, W/o D.S. Narayana
Bhat, Dambemoole, Ukkinadka - 671552,
Ph: 04998 225590)

3.

Krishnaprasad : He is a farmer owing 7+1
cattle of Kasargod cattle breed for the
past 7 years. Earlier he has been keeping
H.F. cross bred cows and he disposed off
even though milk yield was 60 litres from
6 cows. Now the local breed of cattle
gives only 10 litres of milk and he is
satisfied because the maintenance cost is
very less and all his agricultural waste/
residue are used as feed for animals. His
father prepares Panchagaya for using in
agriculture as fertilizer and pesticide and
for ritual purpose.
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He owns 10 acres of land growing arecanut, coconut, pepper, paddy. He is using
the left over waste of arecanut (after making arecanut plate through cottage unit)
to his cattle as 1 kilo for each cattle.
4.

Mr. Shivashankara Bhat : He is a farmer maintaining 32 cattle of Kasargod cattle
breed in Perala. He produces herbal tooth powder using 16 ingredients with cow
dung ash as its base.

5.

Manoj Kottaaram, Kalpetta, Wayanad, Kerala. : He grows coffee, pepper an arecanut
in 50 acres. The search for sustainable and eco-friendly means of farming led him
to a farming system supported by the native Indian breed cattle. After studying the
different local breeds, he found that the Kasargod breed dwarf cattle where most
suited to his area/terrain and farming. This breed is easy to maintain, hardy and
produces the most potent dung, urine and milk, a fact confirmed by lab tests. Going
deeper into subject of cow-based farming, it was found that the traditional wisdom
from the ancient treatises recommended cows of different colours for most effective
plant input preparations. It was learnt that each colour shade holds a specific
significance in the world of medicine, Panchakavya Chikitsa and Vruskshayurveda
For e.g.-for Panchagvya, the dung of the Krshna Varna (all uniform black colour
from head to toe) cow, the milk of the white cow, the ghee of the Kapila cow and
the urine of the Maanthalir Varnam (dark maroon) cow are considered the best.
For medicinal applications of Goumutra the urine of the Tamra Varna cow (copper
colour) is used.
Interestingly, the Kasargod breed is the only cattle breed the appears in all the
7 primary shades and their variants, and hence this farmer says the breed was
the only choice for him for more efficient farming.
Manoj Kottaaram has been maintaining 40 heads of Kasargod cattle. He has
Kasaragod cattle of all shades. Bulls belong to the temples of the family, where
they fulfill their religious roles. Care is taken to ensure breed selection and to
make sure that in-breeding is avoided. There is cycle that exists in the farm, the
cattle are let to graze and they consume the weeds and grass in the farm. Their
dung and urine is collected to make preparations and these go back to the farm
and its soils. All plant inputs to the farm come from the cattle. This is one of
the rare units where cows are not kept for milk and dairying.
The results speak for themselves, plant and soil health has improved tremendously,
so to the quality of the produce. Quick–and slow-wilt diseases that terminate
pepper, have been completely arrested in the farm, so too the yellowing disease
of aerecanut.
The farm also has its brand of naturally grown coffee and pepper that is known
for its unique quality and flavour.
This cow-lover says that though he needs only about 6-10 heads of cattle for his
farming, he maintains 40 heads different shades of the breed not only for the
purpose saving, developing and propagating the breed but also for the purpose of
study and research on the breed
The total expenditure incurred to maintain 40 heads of cattle is about Rs.3 lakh
per annum. Returns by way of milk and calves amounts to Rs. 1 lakh per annum,
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so the actual expenditure incurred is only Rs. 2 lakh per annum, and this is used
to farm another 38 acres of the family property too. So farm inputs for a total of
88 acres of farming comes to only Rs.2 lakhs per annum.
6.

S. Vijayakrishnan Nair : He is maintaining kasargod cattle 14 animals with 4 male
and 10 cows. The breed is used only for agricultural purposes and the milk is only
for the new born. It is easy to maintain and hardy by nature, yet very friendly and
affectionate. It feeds on the green fodder available in the coconut garden where it
is tethered during the day and housed in the shelter at night. Most of the greens
in the garden is eaten up saving me the effort of weeding the land. During the day
when it is tethered in the coconut garden, the urine and dung saves me from further
dung application. (Savings on account of self sufficiency in cow dung Rs.50,000/annually). Savings on account of labour (no weeding required) – Rs.1,00,000/- annually)
The urine and dung from the stable is mixed with water and is used for papaya
plants, bananas, mango saplings as well as pepper weeds. Other than greens,
the other supplement is gruel and for the weaning mothers and the pregnant cow,
coconut/cake is also given. No inorganic feed of any nature is given to them.
In the past about 2 years the soil has become more rich in resources and the
yield has also improved. The quality of papaya seems to be excellent.
Vrindavan Farm,
Sreekrishna Plantations Compound, Valiyavila, Kottoor
Thiruvananthapuram–695 574. Mob : 9847870000
E-mail : sectvm@gmail.com

Public awareness Programmes for Kasargod
Cattle
The Kamdhuga movement is conducting
many events to popularise Kasaragod
Cattle. 1] Goumatha Thulabaram 2010
in which Kasargod cattle is placed
on one side of balance and villagers
offer goods such as jaggery, rice,
fodder, banana, etc. 2] Panchagavya
Chikitsa Camps – many diseases can
be cured by Panchagavya medicines
made from Kasragod cow’s urine, dung,
milk and ghee. Chiken gunya disease
was controlled through mass camps
conducted in more than 22 centers.
3] Panchagavya products training camps
for those who are interested in making these products.
Upgradation of Goushala : Nearly 1 crore project for development and upgradation of
Goushala is planned. Purchase of new land, constructions, green fodder cultivation
etc are planned.
Field visit co-ordination

:

Mr. Subrahmanya Prasad (09446282951)

Documented by

:

P. Vivekanandan, SEVA

Khillar Cattle
Conserved by Suresh Sadanand Vasaikar, Maharashtra.

Address of livestock keeper :

Dr. Suresh S Vasaikar
Yashoda Balrugnalaya
Opp. Santoshi Mata Mandir
Sakri Road, Dhule - 424 001.
Maharashtra. Ph: 02562-237430
Mobile : 98231 70654
E-mail: drsureshvasaikar@gmail.com

Family Back ground
Dr. Suresh Sadanand Vasaikar (48) is a practicing pediatrician since 20 years
at Dhule, which is a district head quarters in Maharashtra. After establishing his
practice when he decided to do some social work. He selected farmers as a
target group. He wanted to do some ideal work in agriculture so that farmers can
learn from it. For that he started farming in his 12 acre farm at village Lohagad
which is 30 km away from Dhule city. With three years experience in agriculture
he realised that successful farming will not be possible without addition of animal
husbandry. So first he started goat farming. Before that he took training from
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MITCON. But his two years experience of goat farming he was disappointed.
So he stopped it and started polutry farm with 150 Desi birds. But one year’s
experience of Polutry farm was also disappointing. So it was disposed off. Then he
started fishery in a lake which was created for water conservation which also went
unsuccessful. Then he started dairy project with 10 buffaloes. After one year he
found it not profitable because of various reasons. So there was no other option
left for him than to close the dairy. All these projects went unsuccessful because
he was unable to give enough time to these projects due to his busy practice.
He was totally dependent on workers and because of their unloyalty and laziness,
his efforts were wasted.
Still he was not ready to give up animal husbandry. During all these failures he
learned the importance of pure breeding. Lastly he selected cows for pure breeding.
Now, first he studied every thing about pure Indian cattle breeds. He studied socio
economical, geographical and agricultural aspects of Dhule district. During this he
realised the importance of pure cattle breeds in economical status of farmers. And
this motivated him to do something in pure cattle breeding. He selected khillar
breed for conservation because it is very well known pure Indian cattle breed of
Maharashtra. And its excellent draft ability is very useful to farmers for agricultural
work as well as for transport. On 08/02/2006 he started ‘Yashodanand’ Khillar
Breeding Farm for conservation and improvement of Pure Khillar Breed with special
focus on improving milk production capacity of khillar cows. He brought 5 khillar
cows and one khillar breeding bull from ‘Pandharpur’ fair, which is very famous
fair for khillar animals in Maharashtra.
As almost all cattle in Dhule district are non discriptive type, their productivity in
the form of milk producing capacity as well as draft ability is very poor. And this
is one of the major factors for poor socioeconomical status of farmers of Dhule
district. So to up bring their socioeconomical status, along with pure breeding he
has started a social work of genetic upgradation of nondiscriptive cattle of rural
area of Dhule district through pure khillar breed. Untill now breeding of more than
200 non-discriptive cows is done by pure khillar bull at free of cost with very good
results. He realized that these small efforts will help local farmers in improving
the quality of animal and inturn contribute to the economy of farmers.
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Breeding Farm:
He has started “Yashodanand
Khillar” Breeding farm at Dhule Since
2006. The breeding farm is started
with a purpose of conservation of
pure Khillar cow and breeding bull
: Genetics up gradation of non
descriptive animals from near by
villages through pure Khillar bull
breeding services.
The farm was started with 5 Khillar
cows and one Khillar breeding bull.
During 2010 there were 32 animals
in his breeding farm. Now there are
26 animals in his farm out of which
there are 12 cows, 5 heifers, 7 calves
and 2 breeding bulls. Until now 38
animals have been distributed to
farmers.
Special features of Breeding Farm
 All the pedigree records has been
maintained
 All information of animals has
been recorded in registers
 Total milk of cows is feeding to calves which are all time free with mothers
 12 acre of land is utilized only for fodder cultivation
 Daily green fodder + hay/ straw + concentrated feed is given to all animals
 One acre area protected with compound wall is used to keep all animals free
to get adequate exercise
 One Veterinay doctor with four care takers are appointed
 Dr. H.T. Rawate (Dy. Commissioner, Animal Husbandry) working at present Satara
is guiding this project.
 Various information regarding this farm as well as about Khillar breeds is displayed
on board for visitors.
 Regular training programmes are organized for livestock owners at his farm
 For genetics up gradation of indigenous breeds, khillar bull from his breeding
farm is made available at free of cost.
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Bhagli sheep
Conserved by Migratory Raika shepherd group, Rajasthan

Address of livestock keeper :

Dharmaram Raika-Patel (Group Representative)
Leader of the Dang (herding group)
Dharma Ram, Bharavale Raika Bas,
Bijapur, Tehsil Bali,
Pali District, Rajasthan.
Mobile : 09001854161
e-mail: c/o lpps@sify.com

Family background
This is a herding group (Dang) that
is composed of 8 Dolri (“Hearth”) –
about 35 people in total, including
women and children. A “dolri” is
composed of about 4-5 people who
share their meals and assemble
around a fire. It always includes one
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The sheep are milked and the milk is used for
making tea or processed into ghee.

woman who cooks the food and washes clothes. Besides the main “owner”, there
may be another man who has no or only a small number of sheep who helps
taking care for the young sheep and leads them on the trek. And there may be
children as well. These are sometimes even born on migration.
The migratory Raika have created their own set of rules to ensure social equity.
And for this reason, the income and costs are shared. So a Raika who owns less
than 50 sheep will receive Rs.8000/- for eight months from somebody who owns
200 sheep in compensation for the labour he provides. None of them owns any
land and they are landless.
 The group together have about 4000 sheep which belong mostly to the Bhagli
breed, which has a red head and long ears and tail. There are also a small
number of sheep of other breeds
 The sheep are milked and the milk is used for making tea or processed into
ghee.
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They own about 100 goats. These are used mainly
to provide milk for both human children and lambs,
whose mothers don’t have enough milk

 They own about 100 goats.
These are used mainly to
provide milk for both human
children and lambs, whose
mothers don’t have enough
milk.
 They own 11 camels - they are used for transporting the big charpoys.
 They own 22 donkeys which carry the household equipment.
 They have one dog. They sell about 1500-2000 lamb per year for up to Rs.2000/-.
The wool produces no income.

Lifestyle and mobility
They belong to the Godwar Raika community.
This dang moves around for eight months out of the year. They stay in their village
Bijapur during the rainy season, then move southwards into the area around Chittor
(Southern Rajasthan) after Diwali where they graze their animals on harvested ajwein
fields. The best season of the year for them is the hot season, because then the
fields are harvested and there is plenty to eat. When the rains come, they move
back to Bijapur where they have kaccha huts. While on migration, they sleep in
the open and never have a roof over their head, even when it is very cold.
They take a similar route each year: Bijapur- Goriya –Padrada – Gogunda – Rawliya
– Khimli – Deöwara – Bhanewar – Mangalwada – Badi Sadri – Nimach – Nimbadu
– Chittoor.
Some villagers are against them, while others are happy because of the manure
they provide. While some dangs move further south, this group is worried about
thieves.

Details of breed conservation
They keep almost only Bhagli sheep (equivalent to Sonadi breed), but they also
have some Jacchi sheep (probably Marwari – with black head and short ears) and
sometimes they purchase lambs from Dumi and Baradi breeds.
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They own 11 camels - they are used for transporting the big charpoys.

Breeding practice
All the animals are serviced naturally. All veterinary inputs are given by
themselves, as they can not bring their animals to a hospital and no
doctor visits them. But the animals are quite healthy due to migration
care. The sheep are regularly given sarson-ka-tel or orandi-ka-tel. And
also spend a significant amount of money on purchasing dewormers.

the Raika
veterinary
and good
the Raika

Achievements
This group – and other migratory shepherds – produce valuable products from
nothing, or rather from resources that would otherwise not be used, such as the
stubble that is left over after fields are harvested. By depositing manure, they make
a big contribution to upholding soil fertility. They provide ecological services and
their domestic animals are accompanied by wild animals (such as nilgai and some
particular birds. This group is representative for many other migratory shepherds
that are the backbone of the country’s livestock economy, without obtaining any
services from the government.

Source of income and Value addition of products in marketing:
 They sell about 1500-2000 lamb per year for up to Rs.2000/-. The wool produces
no income.
 This group sells sheep for about Rs.2000/- per head. They also get compensated
by some of the land owners who give them 80 kg of grain per night (after the
harvest), as well as 2 kg sugar and 250 g tea, in recognition of the organic
fertilizer that they provide.
 From the wool they get no income–the people who shear take the wool away
for free.

Address for communication :

Dharmaram Raika, Patel / 09001817782
LPPS, P.O. Box 1, Sadri 306702,
District Pali, Rajasthan.
E-mail : lpps@sify.com
Mobile 0 9414818564 (Hanwant Singh).

Zo-Bawng Cattle
Conserved by Mr. Lalramvunga, Mizoram

Address of livestock keeper :

Lalramvunga
Village 1-B, Vengthlang
Champhai, Mizoram
Mob: 8014415026

Family background
Mr. Lalrumvunga is 71 year old army-retired person engaged in maintaining
7 cows 3 calves and one adult male of local Zo-Bawng cattle. He is educated
and teaches Hindi language. He owns a land of about 20 bighas and cultivates
crops like cabbage, mustard, bitter bean (Parkia speciosa) and khanghu-local name
(Acacia pennata) along with fruits like banana, grapes and custard apple.

Details of breed Conservation
Mr. Lalrumvunga says that the local cows are smaller in height than others and it
is easier to maintain these. The cows are left for grazing at 7 am and come back
by 4-5 pm. Cows are milked only in the morning, no concentrate is provided, only
some salt is given to them. Calves are fed in the morning and evening. Whereas
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many in the vicinity have gone for crossing their cattle with Mithun, Lalramvunga
continues to maintain the local cattle “due to their local adaptation”. Milk yield
ranges from 8-12 litres from 7 cows and sold @ Rs.40/lt. Income from milk depends
on the number of milch cow available in the farm, Milk is mainly sold in the local
market and to nearby neighbors. Young ones are usually not sold and is used as
replacement stock in the farm. Steps are being taken for expansion of the farm
also, the culled cows and bulls may fetch upto Rs.30,000 – 40,000 depending
on the size of the animal. Manure is used for cultivation of crops in his land and
usually not sold if sold it is usually Rs.20/- per gunny bag. Bulls are also used
within the farm as well as service to other farmers, it is also exchanged with other
farmers to prevent inbreeding. With concern to villagers – mainly the availability of
fresh and thick milk along with the crops available at a cheaper rate.

Mechanical Tick Remover
He has prepared a handy instrument for removing the ticks from the (skin of the)
animal. He uses it everyday in the evening after returning from grazing land or in
the morning before milking, He claims that the animals feel relaxed and is a good
massage for the animals.

Documented by

:

1) Dr. D.K. Sadana, NBAGR, Karnal
2) Dr. Andrew Lalremruta
M.V. Sc. Scholar (Dept. of A.G.B),
College of Vet. Science, SELESIH,
Aizawl, Mizoram
Mobile : 9862743307

Breeding Alwari Goats
Conserved by Pancha Gujar in Alwar District, Rajasthan

Address of livestock keeper :

Pancha Gurjar
Village – Bajhot,
Post – Ismilepur
Block – Kishangarh Baas
Dist – Alwar
Rajasthan – 301404
Cell - 09928211174

Family Background
Pancha Gurjar belongs to gurjar family, a caste largely engaged in large ruminant
farming. He could not receive any school education and learnt simple calculations
through informal education. He has over 5 acres of land in foothills. He rears
100 pure Alwari breed goats, which is a native breed but has been on decline
after introduction of Totapari for Bakara id market in the area. Pancha Gurjar has
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been doing selective breeding and his herd has been descendent of a few good
quality pure does he procured from different villages after best selections he was
aware.

Income from Goat rearing
He rears 50 goats for sale of milk in summer season. His selection of pure Alwari
goats has led to milk production of 2 – 2.5 litres per day with lactation length over
100 days (lactation yield 155 litres). Daily he obtains about 95–100 litres of milk
from 45 milking goats. He sells at Rs.23/litre of milk. He is feeding goats with
neem leaves and concentrate feed like groundnut cake apart from open grazing in
common lands. His goats have been sold almost 1.5 times more price than normal
goats of same size in that area. He is known in the area for good quality goats.
His goat kids are always in demand from local and outside areas and traders from
Uttar Pradesh visit his farm to procure pure Alwari kids. He keeps just 50 goats
and adjust this number by selling excess goats and kids every year.

Best practices






Selection of best true to type breed goats
Sale of goat milk in summer season when price is high
Collective sale of goat kids in a year fetching higher price
Regular replacement of low performing goats
Annual feed procurement plan and fodder cultivation in field

Documented by

:

Sanjeev Kumar,
The Goat Trust,
Lucknow
Mob - 9956059595
sanjeevfaculty@gmail.com
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Mixed Farming with
Local Livestock breeds
Enhances Farm Income through Eco-friendly Practices, Kerala.

Address of livestock keeper :

Mr. Chandran Master
Nambiyandra House,
P. Vembalur P.O, Kodungallur Via
Thrissur District, Kerala – 680 671.
Ph: 0480 – 2850483.
Mobile : 94463 10483

Mr. Chandran Master (72) is a retired school teacher. He and his son Mr. Manoj
(38) who studied up to B.A are looking after 10 acre garden land grown with
coconut garden, dairy unit with local breeds of cows, poultry, ducks, floriculture,
pisciculture in his farm.
Before 25 years there are many coconut trees in his farm. Due to incidence of
root rot disease many trees died. Coconut development board advised farmers to
destroy the disease affected trees and replanted with young ones. This disease
is caused by micro plasma. He planted many indigenous tree species in his farm
viz. Bamboo, curry leaves, cashew, pine apple banana, mango, pulses, Elephant
foot, Heliconium flower plant etc. He maintains 33 tree varieties in Bamboo itself,
35 varieties in mango and 10 varieties in coconut.
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Because of maintaining biodiversity the disease incidence of root rot reduced
considerably.

Pisciculture
They have been breeding both edible and ornamental fish for a long time. They use
small ponds in 4 places, cement tanks and glass tanks for breeding purpose. They
breed all kind of ornamental fish like- angel and gold fish. There is enough water
in the ponds throughout the year because of the proximity of the Arabian sea. They
frequently breed ornamental fish atleast twice a year. Manoj has developed his
own feed formula for rearing fish and the ingredients including eggs from country
chicken are obtained from their own farm.
Rice powder

:

20 parts

Coconut oil cake

:

30 parts

Yellow yolk of egg

:

15 parts

Mineral salt

:

5 parts

Fish / Meat

:

20 parts

They are mixed in a bowl and pour some water in to it and it will be cream like
substance. Take a handful of cream and put it on a banana leaf make it thin flat
substance. Then dry in the shade. Then it is ready for use. Make it to pieces
while giving it to the fish. They breed and grow the edible fish in big ponds. After
eight months we sell them in the open market. They have invested 7 lakhs and
incur recurring expenses Rs 30,000 and derive a net profit of Rs 1.7 lakhs

Growing Ornamnetal Flowers
They have more than 3000 heliconia of plants and get very good income from
the heliconia flowers because of the application of the Jeevamrutham and organic
manures. He has invested Rs 12 lakhs for growing this plant with recurring expenses
Rs 50,000. Net profit derived by
sale of flowers is Rs 1.5 lakhs
per year.

Role of native Cattle breeds :
Salient features of native breeds
maintained by them are :
 Kasargood dwarf : He is
keeping 5 cows + one bull.
smallest animal ; 80-90 cm;
there are 4 colors viz. black,
red, blackish grey, reddish
black. Gives 1.5–2 litres milk
per day. Maintenance cost is
less; no fertility problem, milk
quality very good; disease
incidence almost nil.
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 Vattakara : He is keeping 5
number of cows + 1 bull. It is
bigger than Kasargod dwarf.
Milk is 5 litres per day. Middle
size horns; tail is long; hump
is well developed. There are
3 colors viz. red, sandal,
black. Maintenance cost less
or little more than Kasargod
dwarf. Dewlap bigger.
 Kuttanbula kullan : He is
keeping 4 animals. They
are dwarf animals equal
to Kasargod type. Gives 2
litres of milk per day. Hump
is moderate. Tail is longer.
Good for wetland ploughing
and for drawing the cart.
 Vechur : He is keeping 8
cows, 5 calves; medium size
animals bigger than kasargod
and shorter than vattakara. Milk yield up to 3 litres per day. Hump moderate.
There are 4 colors viz. black, red, sandal, white.
Economics of maintaining native cattle
They have invested Rs.30 lakhs for establishing their dairy unit. There are 5
milking cows in his farm and gets 10 lit of milk per day and mostly used for
home consumption. They are making value added products such as butter and
ghee. On an average he gets 5 kg of butter and 2 kg of ghee in a year. He
sells butter at Rs.1,200/- per kilo and ghee at Rs.1,500/- per kilo. In addition
he sells cow urine ( distilled urine) and cow dung for preparing organic fertilizer /
Jeevamrutham. Annually he sells 10 calves at Rs.15,000/- per calf. Total income
is Rs.1,80,000/- from animals.
They are using cow dung, urine for preparing Jeevamirtham, Bijamirtham, Panchagavya
for maintaining crops viz. coconut, banana, mango, vegetables, heleconium. He
feeds green grass (Napier, Co 3, Co 4) concentrates with rice powder and oil cake
for animals and one laborer to look after the animals. All the family members (6)
are taking healthy milk and animals are raised organically and crops are raised
organically.
They claim that Kerala Livestock Development Agency, MILMA(Kerala milk federation),
Kerala Agricultural University procure some breeding animals from them . He was
earlier active member of Vechur Conservation Trust.
Natural Farming
They practice organic farming and learned few practices of preparing organic liquid
fertilizer from Shubash Palekar an expert on organic farming. They don’t plough the
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land and very less labour is needed for cultivation of crops. The following preparations
are used for increasing the fertility status of soil and crop productivity.
Preparation of Beejamurtham
5 kg of cowdung in 50 lts of water
5 kg of lime in 5 lts of water
3 lts of cow urine
Add the lime water to cowdung water. Then add cow urine to the mixture of cowdung
water and lime water. Then soak seeds or plants in the mixer for a minute. Put
the roots of the seedlings in the same way before transplanting them. Keep the
seeds and plants in shade till they are dry. Then sow or plant it. Remember the
cow urine and cowdung should be taken only from the indigenous cows. This
beejamrutham induces speedy germination and makes the plants healthy
Preparation of Jeevamurtham
10 kg of cowdung
5-10 litres of cow urine
2 kg of palm jaggery
2 kg cowpea powder
1 handful of soil
Put all these in a plastic drum containing 250 ltrs of water. Keep the drum in
shade and stir the mixture in clock wise three times a day morning, noon and
afternoon. After stirring the mixture cover the drum with a sack. After three days
Jeevamrutham is ready for use. Use Jeevamrutham only on wet soil surface.
They apply beejamrutham and Jeevambrutham for all kinds of plant in their farm.
So the agricultural produces from their garden are totally organic and 100 % free
from chemicals. This type of natural organic farming has been practiced over the
last 25 years.
They cultivate fruits (mangos, almost all verities) coconut arecnuts, bamboos, medicinal
plants paddy and cashew nuts. Moreover They conserve all the existincting poultry
goats and ducks.
Using Cow urine for good health
Mr. Chandran uses 10 ml of cow urine daily after dinner and it is giving relief
for nervous weakness, cancer. Applying few drops in the eyes will improve the
vision he says. They also use cow urine externally over body and wait for half an
hour before they take bath. It will give good relief against body pain as claimed
by them.

Documented by

:

P. Vivekanandan, SEVA

Marwadi Sheep
Conserved by

Rabari Karshanbhai Dharabhai in Kachchh, Gujarat.

Address of livestock keeper :

Mr. Rabari Karshanbhai Dharabhai
Village - Bella, Block - Rapar,
Kachchh - Bhuj, Gujarat
Mob : 99139 12413

Family background
There are seven members in his family. He has 3 son and 2 daughters. Both of
his elder sons accompany him to take their sheep for grazing and his youngest
son is studying in 9th standard. The women of their family, apart from taking care
of the household, also take care of the pregnant sheep and lambs, and also make
Ghee out of sheep milk. His family own 15 acres of dry land in their village and
follow rain-fed agriculture and sow crop like’s Guvar and Moong. He is keeping
300 Marvadi sheep. Out of these, there are 236 sheep, 4 ram and 60 lambs.
He belongs to the Hindu Rabari community and his sub cast is Gogar. They are
classified as OBC.
Lifestyle and mobility
Their 7 member family stay in semi pakka house in Bela village. They follow all
the ritual and custom of Rabari community. They generally migrate to villages
of adjoining district in the month of September-October. Their migration route is
shown below
 Bella to Adeser
 Adeser to villages of Satalpur –Patan district
 Villages of varahi
 Villages of bhabher
 Villages of sihori
They migrate with the whole of their family and generally cover 10 k.m. in a day.
During migration they erect tents in the adjoining field for staying. During this
phase they earn their livelihood by selling milk and lamb of their sheep. Migration
period is for 8 month in a year and generally return back to Rapar during onset of
monsoon in the month of June-July. During migration, if the farmers require fertilizers,
they contact them and they leave their herds and their field. In return, they either
give us grains or money. Several times we had also experienced very depressing
situation with farmer communities due to crop browsing by our animals.
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Detail of breed conservation
His family maintains the Marvadi breed of sheep since the last 4 generations. The
characteristic features of Marvadi sheep are as follow.
 Small ears
 Long tail
 Faces black
 Wool is good quality
 Ability to walk long distances
There are 70 families of Rabaris in Bella village. He remember that approximately
10 years ago all these families owned Marvadi sheep but today only 20 families
own sheep. The other 50 families have moved to other occupations like agricultural
laborers, masonry, driving, etc. They feel that sheep rearing is a tedious occupation
and also fetches less income so the next generation in their community does
not want to continue this occupation which has been given to them by their fore
fathers. There are a few families, like him which is still continuing this occupation
and he feels happy that presently his family has the highest no. of sheep.
During migration when they take their sheep for grazing they divide the herd of 300
sheep in to smaller herds, each of which is taken care of himself and his two
sons, follow this practice since many generation as it helps the sheep to graze
more conveniently and sufficiently and they can be well taken care of.
Breeding practice
Natural Service is followed for breeding.Selection of Ram for Natural service.4 Ram
in my herds for service adult females.

37
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Following criteria are considered for selection of Ram
 Dam Milk
 Well build body
 Good looking.
The traditional practices follow for curing the diseases of animals are as follows:
S.No

Name of the Disease/Animal

Traditional Practice

1.

F.M.D

Oil and garlic pest are is applied on
hoof of animal

2.

Surra

Garlic pest are infused in nasal of
animal

3.

Haemorrhagic Septicaemia

Tobacco is socked in water over night,
this tobacco solution offer to the
sheep next day.

Achievements
Unlike many other members of their community, his family has been involved in
sheep rearing.He has not discontinued his traditional occupation and moved over
to others jobs, even in difficult times. He has almost 300 Sheep and to provide
for their grazing during lean season, he migrates for eight months at a stretch.
Source of income and Value addition of products in marketing:
His main source of income lies on selling of sheep and lamb. Every year he
sells nearly 50 animals from his herd, at the rate of Rs.2,000/-per animal and
earn approximately 1 lakh rupees from it. Apart from that he also prepares Ghee
from the milk in the peak season which fetches us a price of 400 rupees per
k.g. In whole season, the family sell approximately 15 k.g. Ghee, earning nearly
Rs.6,000/- from it.
The family also sell wool of sheep and for one sheep’s wool they get 7 rupees.
The wool is extracted 2 times in a year. They earn nearly Rs.4,000/- from wool
extraction. So total income of whole year is around Rs.1,10,000/-

Address for communication :

Sahjeevan,
175, Jalaram Society,
B/H Vishwamangal Apartment
Vijay Nagar, Hospital Road,
Bhuj - Kachchh 370001
Ph: 02832 251814

Ariadu Sheep
Conserved by

S. Muniyasamy, Ramanathapuram Dist., Tamil Nadu

Address of livestock keeper :

S. Muniyasamy
6/57-C, South Street
M. Krishnapuram
Mariyur (Po), Kadaladi (Tk)
Ramanathapuram (Dt)
Mobile : 9751964890

Family background
He is a traditional sheep farmer belong to yadava community. He is illitreate. He
owns 2 acres of dry land depend upon tankfed (paddy) or rainfed (groundnut) His
livelihood is by rearing sheep. He is owning 250 heads of sheep. In his village
there few pastoralists who gone to far away distance places and keep animals
where grazing and water source is accessible for them. But he prefers to stay
at his village except during rainy season goes to forest few kilometers away in
Sivaganga district.
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Details of Breed Conservation
Ari Aadu is a medium sized sheep type among the block with dark ivory in colour with
coarse wool over the body. The rams have flat and laterally twisted well developed
horns. The ewes are polled. The lambs are born with strong and long legs. The
farmers believe this variety is hardy and highly resistance to many diseases. The
animals are found more in non migratory blocks. There is good demand in the
market for rams for breeding with the other local breeds in the area like Pattanam
Aadu and other non descriptive varieties. Yearly once during the Tamil month of
Aadi (July- August) hairs are clipped and left over the field as manure.
1 year old
Ram

1 year old
ewe

3 year old
ram

3 year old
ewe

Height at withers(cm)

76-77

70

83-85

81-82

Length (cm)

68-69

64-66

74-77

69-71

Paunch girth (cm)

80-81

75-76

105

88

Body weight (Kg)

22-23

18-20

30-33

23-25

Characters

Mr Muniasamy has been maintaining this breed for the past 4 years. Earlier he
has been having Pattanam sheep and he crossed with Ariyadu ram and his flock
has been changed to Ariyadu. In Ariyadu milk secretion is good in the eves and
thereby increases the growth of lambs. Lambs of 3 moths age attain weight of
15-16 kgs and it is sold with good price. If the lambs are fed with concentrate
feed as practiced in stall fed then the same weight gain is attained in 2 months
itself.
Ariyadu is not a registered breed and it is seen in many villages of Ramnad
district viz. in Krishnapuram, Achangudi, Kadamparai,Karungulm, and its population
is guessed around 20,000 and reared by about 300 pastoralists.
Documented by

:

Dr. N. Kumarvelu, M. Singamuthu,
A.Singaravadivelan, Dr. R. Selvakkumar,
Dr. Thanga Thamil Vanan,
Department of Livestock Production and Management
Madras Veterinary College
Chennai - 600 007.

Coimbatore Sheep
Conserved by Mr.A.Senthilkumar, Tamil Nadu.

Address of livestock keeper :

A.S.Senthil Kumar
S/o. Mr. Subbiah Gounder
2/39 Vadaku Street, Appanaikenpatti (Post),
Sulur (TK), Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu
Mobile : 09715974453

Family background
Mr. A.S. Senthil Kumar is native of Sulur taluk in Coimbatore districts of Tamil
Nadu. He studied up to 6th standard only and his family’s main occupation is
rearing of livestock for their livelihood. His family is rearing Coimbatore sheep over
the generations and at present he is maintaining around 2000 Coimbatore sheep
for meat and wool production. Besides sheep, he is also keeping 70 non-descript
goats for meat purpose and five numbers of Jersey crossbred cattle for milk
production. He belongs to the Kurumba Gounder community and the major source
of income has been obtained from the sheep and goat management practices.
He maintains the sheep and goats under nomadic system of management with
little supplementation.
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Details of Breed Conservation
Coimbatore sheep are medium-sized with compact body and are covered with coarse
fleece. They are white in colour having varying extent of black or tan coat and
fleece in the head and neck and also extending up to the shoulder/chest or back.
Among rams, 35.1 per cent are horned and the rest are polled, as are the ewes.
The tail was short, tapering and thin. The udder is small-sized, round and tightly
attached to the belly. For fully grown adult sheep (full mouth), the least-squares
means for height at withers, body length, chest girth, ear length, ear width, tail
length and horn length are 64.25 ± 0.30, 65.27 ± 0.36, 74.12 ± 0.39, 14.20 ±
0.14, 7.22 ± 0.07, 10.29 ± 0.17 and 32.20 ± 1.72 cm respectively. The leastsquares means of body weights of Coimbatore lambs at birth, three months, six
months, nine months and 12 months are 2.36 ± 0.08, 12.41 ± 0.39, 15.93 ±
0.25, 18.58 ± 0.23 and 21.52 ± 0.32 kg respectively. The least-squares means
of live weights of adults at two-, four- and six-tooth and full mouth age groups are
23.65 ± 0.35, 26.78 ± 0.33, 29.68 ± 0.33 and 30.03 ± 0.38 kg respectively.
The fleece is coarse, open and covered the neck, body and legs up to the elbow
and hock. The least-squares mean of annual greasy weight is 403.6 ± 12.2 g and
those of males and females being 466.1 ± 19.6 g and 341.1 ± 10.1 g respectively.
The least-squares means of scouring and clean wool yields are 89.78 ± 0.74 and
81.38 ± 1.05 per cent respectively. The least-squares means for fibre diameter and
medullation are 45.8 ± 2.2 micron and 48.76 ± 2.85 per cent respectively. The
least-squares means for staple length and staple crimps of annual shorn fleece
are 5.50 ± 0.18 cm and 0.20 ± 0.02 per cm respectively.
The mean ages at first mating in male and female Coimbatore sheep are 12.5
± 0.1 and 11.1 ± 0.1 months respectively. The averages for age at first lambing
and lambing intervals are 16.6 ± 0.1 and 7.7 ± 0.1 months respectively. The
lambing frequency depended on the rainfall and availability of grazing. The lambing
per cent on the basis of ewes available for average lambing interval is 82.4 ±
0.4 and twinning is 1.1 per cent.
Mr. A.S. Senthil Kumar and his family rear Coimbatore sheep mainly on migration.
The flock migrated almost in all directions, depending on the availability of grazing, to
harvested paddy fields, barren uncultivable lands and forest areas. The migration routes
are not regular and the flocks mainly migrated to Gobichettipalayam, Sathiamangalam,
Kangayam and Dharapuram taluks in Erode district; Avinashi, Pollachi, Udumalpet
and Mettupalayam taluks in Coimbatore district and Palani taluk in Dindigul district.
The radial distance to the places of migration from the villages of flock owners
varied from 50 to 150 km. No housing was provided for migratory flocks and
they are penned in the open harvested fields only during the nights. Fencing is
made temporarily with nylon nets of about four to five feet height supported by
iron rods. The area of penning for an average flock is 25 x 20 metre and it is
changed almost every day.
The Coimbatore sheep are maintained solely on grazing in the migratory areas.
They are allowed to graze extensively up to a distance of five to eight kilometre
for seven to eight hours a day in harvested fields, barren and uncultivable lands,
roadsides and forest areas. No concentrate supplementation or tree fodder is given
to the lambs or adults. Watering is done two or three times a day depending on
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the season and availability and the main sources were canals, ponds or wells.
Rams and ewes and other age groups are grazed and penned together and hence
there is uncontrolled mating.
Majority of sheep in his flock are Coimbatore breed. He is mostly practicing pure
breeding. he is also rearing smaller number of Ramnad-type (Pattanam) and Mecheri
animals in his herd. He is not exchanging rams between flocks. For selecting the
breeding males, generally three to four per cent of ram lambs are retained while
selling the surplus males around two months. At the age of nine to 12 months,
males are selected based on growth, body size and health status for replacement.
The selection has also been made as per the morphological features like presence
of horns and coat and fleece colour.
Annual shearing of wool is done in May and June and the sheep are washed prior
to shearing. The wool is sorted according to colour and other criteria and then
processed, handspun and woven into coarse blankets (kamblis) or sold as raw
wool. He has employed 13 shepherds for rearing of his goats. They were allowed
to visit their native villages generally once in a month. Among the shepherds
there is one head shepherd. He is mainly involved in the management of his coworkers, arrangement for food and day-to-day management including treatment of
sick animals. Mr.A.S.Senthil Kumar visits the flock once in a week and stayed with
the flock(s) for one or two days. However, during the shearing of wool, lambing
season, sale of sheep and outbreak of diseases, he will stay with the flock for
longer duration.
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Coimbatore sheep is a coarse wool type breed and are reared mainly for wool,
meat and the primary by-product is skin. He is getting income through sale of wool,
manure and penning his animals in the farmers land for manure. Even though there
is an admixture of Coimbatore sheep with Mecheri and Pattanam in its breeding
tract, Mr. A.S.Senthil Kumar is maintaining good number of true-to-type Coimbatore
sheep in his flock.

Achievements
Coimbatore sheep provide income, employment, food security and empowerment to
the landless labourers (90 per cent), marginal and small farmers and their families
belonging to Kurumba community of Coimbatore district, especially in Palladam and
Coimbatore-South taluks. Perhaps this is a classic case of landless livestock farming
and an attempt to partially restore the natural fertility of the soil by periodical
manuring. He is selling male lambs at about two months and the rates ranging
between Rs.2500/- and Rs.3500/- per pair. Culled animals are sold at prices
ranging from Rs.2,000/- to 2,500/- per animal. Raw wool was sold for Rs.20/- to
Rs.45/- per kg depending on the demand, quality and colour. Penning charges per
sheep per day was Re.1.00 to Rs.1.50. The sale of surplus lambs contributed to
64.32 per cent of the gross income followed by the sale of culled adults (20.32
per cent). The other sources of income were penning charges (14.42 per cent) and
sale of wool, which was meagre (0.94 per cent). The marketing of live animals
was disorganized and involved middlemen and commission agents. Mr. A.S. Senthil
Kumar selects few ram lambs for future breeding and others are disposed off at
the age of 1 to 2 months and almost all the ewe lambs are retained in the flocks
for future breeding. He is selling around 1000 Coimbatore lambs in a year. He is
selling the lambs to the traders who visit the villages regularly. The major buyers
are big traders and city wholesale meat dealers.

Documented by

:

Dr. A.K. Thiruvenkadan,
Professor and Head,
Dept. of Animal Genetics and Breeding
Veterinary College and Research Institute
Orathanadu, Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu,
Mobile: 9443565565
email : drthirusiva@gmail.com

Belahi Cattle
Conserved by
Gurjar Pastoral Communities, Haryana

Address of livestock keepers : 1) SomNath Gurjar, s/o Sh.Teja Ram
2) Man Singh Gurjar, s/o Sh. Lajja Ram
Village - Masoompur Po-Raipur Rani
Distt - Panchkula (Haryana)
Ph : 8930284517 (SomNath)
: 8930278517 (Man Singh)

Family background
We, SomNath, 32 years old and Man Singh, 24 years old belong to Gurjar pastoral
community of Panchkula district of Haryana. We are proud owner of Belahi cattle
and rearing these animals since our childhood. Our forefathers were also keeping
Belahi cattle for the generations. Our livelihood is completely dependent on this
livestock. We are total 19 family members, most of young age. In our families,most
of members are primarily educated. Our children are also getting primary education
from village school. We both possess about one acre agricultural land, in which we
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grow grains; however, we aremostly dependent on rain water for our fields.

Number of animals
At present, we have 170 cattle of pure Belahi type (100 SomNath + 70 Man
Singh), which reaches upto 200 along with followers after completing the calving.
There are 102 adult females and 3 bulls (2 adult and 1 young) in our stock.
Generally, we keep one or two breeding males in a herd. The bull is used for 3
to 4 years only and replaced by another male. Other young calves are usually sold
for agricultural purpose. Females are kept in herd and never sold. Because of high
replacement, our livestock strength is increasing year by year.
Belahi is distinct migratory cattle with a number of unique qualities related to better
thriving and adaptation.It is well adapted for hot and humid climate and grazes
more when the sunshine increases. It can thrive on very low quality of grass and
roughage and produce high quality milk with least input cost. It is least affected
with contagious diseases. Our cattle are also resistant to skin parasites like ticks
and lice; therefore we never see any tick borne diseases in our herd.

Name of Community
We belong to Hindu Gurjar community. Our community is distributed inMorni hills and
foothills region of lower Himalayan particularly Naraingarh, Raipur Rani of Panchkula
(Haryana). Muslim Gurjars are also live with same native tract and rear Belahi
cattle but mostly buffaloes. We are pastoral community and mostly dependant on
livestock rearing. For our community,major part of the income is generated through
livestock rearing particularly Belahi cattle.

Lifestyle and mobility
As a pastoralist, our life is totally associated with Belahi cattle. We are involved in
animal rearing round the year. We migrate along with our livestock from our native
to a specific place. Around 8-9 months of the year, we remain outside from our
home. Only for 3-4 months of winter, we and our cattle remain in our native region
aftercoming back from migration. At the time of Holi (March), we start migration along
with our cattle towards Ropar (Punjab) and stay therefor 8-9 months. We generally
stay on wasteland area nearby the road and riverand make a temporary hut for
ourselves and small enclosure for young animals. During migration, we cover around
50-60 kms on road from one side, which takes around 7-10 days to complete.
We starts back journey in October and reaches our home near Deewali.
We make a group of 5-6 peoples, preferably our relatives or known to us and gather
our cattle to make a herd of around 300-400animals. Only adult male persons,
migrate and stay out, we never keep our female members or children with us.
We distribute our work and manage the animals accordingly. During Summer, our
daily routine starts with milking around 6 AM, animals starts moving for grazing
at around 8-9 AM and come back at 5-6 PM. We again milk the animals in
evening. Local milkmen routinely collect the milk after each milking. The animals
are kept open during night. We also stay alongside of the animals in our hut.
We generally go for cattle grazing in wasteland at river and roadside. Our animals
cover 5-10kms during grazing each day. Our animals are completelydependent on
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Man Singh with his Belahi cattle
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SomNath with his Belahi cattle

grazing in field during migration. After coming back from migration, we keep our
animals in wooden made one sided open animal shed. In winter, we provide Purali
(paddy straw) and other dry roughage to the animals. Only few concentrate feeding
is provided to the pregnant animals. We withdraw the milk for last three months
of cow’s gestation.

Details of Breed conservation
Our forefathers and we are conserving the Belahi cattle for generations. Our ancestors
from the community have evolved and developed it and maintaining only Belahi
cattle. We never allow the crossbreeding in our animals or introduction of other type
of cattle in the area. We never allowed for Artificial Insemination in our cattle. We
maintain and propagate pure Belahi. Almost every household in around 50 villages
of our area has been keeping these cattle. Due to complete dependency of our
life on Belahi, the population of Belahi has been increased for last 40-50 years.
At present, Belahi population is approximately 25,000 distributed in Panchkula,
Ambala and Yamuna Nagar districts of Haryana. We have almost doubled the cattle
numbers from the number at the time of our grandfathers. Although most of the
members of our community are either illitreate or marginally litreate, even then we,
the community members remain in touch with each other for betterment of our
stock. This dependency is but natural and very helpful to us. We exchange young
males for breeding purpose between two herds. We also share any information
related to health of animals particularly any disease incidence among livestock
keepers. NBAGR has also identified Belahi as distinct breed and characterizing our
cattle. We are also making efforts to register the breed so that it can get wider
recognition. For better conservation efforts, we are also forming Belahi Breeder’s
Society so that we can raise our issues with high voice.
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We follow natural breeding for our animals. We keep two breeding bulls to cover
around 100 females in our herd. Breeding males are kept free along with females
and mate the females without any restriction. Breeding bull is kept for 3-4 years
only. It is replaced at the time when any of his daughters become sexually mature
so that breeding between close relatives could be avoided. Young bulls are also
kept in same herd. We select the males for future breeding purpose from the best
female mothers which give highest milk in herd. We believe that such young ones
will be best bull and produce better progenies in terms of milk production and
health. Selected young male has free access to his mother’s milk. We occasionally,
exchange our males for breeding purpose, which are known to us. We never
introduced the bull from other than Belahi, as it will dilute the breed. We never
prefer for artificial insemination by other high producing breeds in our herd. We
know that it will spoil the unique adaptive traits of our cattle. We induct all young
females in our herd. Generally, we get one calf from each female almost every
year. Calving occurs mostly in February and March. Initially milk starts with 3-4
Kg per day which reaches upto 5-6 Kg per day on average. We get highest milk
in July-August. Highest individual milk production per day is 9 Kg for our animal.
During last three months of pregnancy, we withdraw milking.
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Traditional practices
Our animals are quite hardy and least disease affected. We follow different traditional
treatment styles for our cattle during presence of disease.
 Ajwain and mustard oil for stomach problem (tympany, indigestion)
 Gur and khal (in open quantity) during calving
 We vaccinate the animals for Galghotu (HS). We also provide dewormer to every
animal almost twice a year.

Achievements
We have devoted our life completely to our cattle and can not imagine our existence
without it.It is solely bread and butter for us. We sell the Belahi milk, which
fetchesaround 500-600 rupees per day. We also sell the young calf to the farmers
from Himachal Pradesh, where they use it for ploughing of the field and other
agricultural purposes. By selling the calf we earn about Rs. 1000-1500 per calf.
Our forefathers had kept only 40-50 animals but we increased the numbers by
2-3 times. In present situation, when people in country are abandoning the rearing
of livestock, and the populations of most of the cattle breeds are declining; we
are increasing the number of Belahi cattle in their natural habitat and production
environment. We proud our cattle stock which provides hundreds of kilograms milk
of high quality every day to the society and hundreds of bullocks well suited for
agricultural work in high terrain. Quintals of manure accumulated in a month are
useful for improving the fertility of agricultural land. We are utilizing our stock in
best wayby generating employment and nutritional support to our families as well
as community, which obviously will help in further propagation and conservation of
these unique Belahi cattle.

Documented by

:

Dr. Vikas Vohra,
Senior Scientist
National Bureau of Animal Genetic Resources
Karnal, Haryana, Ph: 0184-2267153 Ext 209 ;
09729000511 (m)
saketniranjan@gmail.com

Ramnad white sheep
Conserved by Gunasekaran, Tamil Nadu

Address of livestock keeper :

J. Gunasekaran
S/o Jeyasankar
3/374 B, SBI Street,
Melailandhakulam, Melaneelithanallur (Block)
Tirunelveli District - 627 951
94425 48588

Family background
Gunasekaran (46) studied up to BBA. His father has been maintaining a flock
of Ramnad White sheep. He belongs to SC community (Pallan caste), By nature
he is animal lover. He is maintaining local breed of Ramnad White sheep (147
sheep). Sheep rearing has contributed much to his family income in addition to
the meager income from agriculture from 2 acre dry land. The expenses on the
education of his son and daughter, construction of own house and sheep sheds
were possible due to the income generated from sheep rearing. Kilakathi aadu
from his flock is renowned for its more than average size and hence purchased
by people coming from far away places. The sheep are maintained only on grazing
in uncultivable waste lands in and around Melailandhakulam and nearby villages.
Nomadic grazing is followed by taking the animals to grazing lands of Western
Ghats villages in Tenkasi and Shencottah regions of Tirunelveli district during the
hot and dry periods of summer season. Instructional Livestock Farm Complexes
(formerly Small Ruminants Research Centre) of TANUVAS, Tirunelveli is extending
veterinary services to him

Details of breed conservation
Gunasekaran family is keeping Ramnad White breed of sheep since last 60 years
or more, since his great grand fathers’ time (4 generations). Ramnad White sheep
was specifically maintained by his forefathers and being continued by him mainly
for the following reasons:
1.

Even during severe hot, dry, drought conditions, Ramnad White sheep are
easier to maintain because of its ability to survive on grazing of dry, coarse
and meager roughages.

2.

Ramnad White sheep has been observed to be highly resistant to many
diseases particularly Anthrax compared to other sheep breeds in the tract
especially Vembur sheep.
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3.

Ramnad White breed has very good reproductive performance with early maturity,
shorter inter lambing period and high lambing percentage (94 per cent)

4.

The ewes have very good mothering ability and hence lamb mortality is always
very low.

5.

The particular breed is the only choice during severe and longer duration of
drought.

Ramnad White sheep is medium sized, strong and hardy animal having wide chest,
medium legs and good posture. Coat colour is predominantly milky white in nature.
Black rings around the eyes and mouth are typical characteristics of this breed.
Further, black patches are seen in switch of the tail, areas of knee, hock and
pastern joint (up to hoof) and in tip of preputial sheath of males. Head is slightly
convex and the fore head is medium to broad in size. The ears are medium to
long and semi pendulous. The overall ear length pooled over sexes was 12.53
cm. Tail is short (6 to 10 cm) and thin. The males have medium to long (16to
36 cm) curled horns, running backwards and downwards. Horns are light to dark
grey in colour.
Males are selected for breeding based on true to breed (Breed characteristics),
height, weight, growth, vigour and general appearance. The rams are restricted for
breeding for about two to three years in a flock. Ramnad White rams of other flocks
are also selectively allowed to mate with ewes mainly during nomadic grazing.
Recent survey revealed that less than 500 breed ble females could only be enumerated
as pure Ramnad White in their home tract. There was a real shortage of quality
rams in its home tract for breeding. The declining population trend is alarming
as the breed is in critically endangered category and may become extinct soon if
suitable measures for its conservation are not employed immediately. Kandasamy
(2011) also reported that the population of Ramnad White sheep has come down
drastically and the breeding tract has shrunk to a small geographical area.
Only one farmer who maintained purebred Ramnad White sheep of anywhere.
Adopted selective breeding using good, robust Ramnad White rams. Maintained
ewes to their maximum breeding life. Population is only around 2000.
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Uses : Ramnad White sheep is hardy and is best suitable for migratory system
of rearing. They can utilize the coarse feed efficiently. More number of lambs is
getting every season due to high prolificacy, mothering ability. Mortality rate is
lowest and hence maintenance of this breed results in lesser disease outbreaks
in the region.

Practices followed by livestock keeper :
Grazing is done for more than 10 hours daily, starting early, till the light fades
in the evening with a break in the noon during summer season. The sheep are
taken to places where some vegetation is available – like the Western Ghats region
during summer months through nomadic grazing and return to the native village
only on the onset of monsoon.
2. He has constructed pucca sheep sheds to housing them during nights and
provide protection against rain, predators and flies.
At present he is having 147 Ramnad White sheep (breedable female is 84). Every
year he sells about 30-40 ram lambs at the age of 2 to 3 months. The cost of 3
months old ram lamb is ranged from Rs.2500 – 3000/-. So at least Rs. 1,00,000/could be derived every year through sheep rearing. During the lean season (summer
months), and before onset of monsoon, the sustenance is by penning the sheep
for manure in cultivable lands while nomadic grazing is followed.
He is an active member of an indigenous breed conservation and organic farmers
club. Recently, he has supplied 15 nos. of Ramnad White rams and ram lamb to
the District Livestock Farm, Pudhukottai.

Documented by

:

Dr. T. Ravimurgan
Assistant Professor,
Dept. of Animal Genetics and Breeding
Veterinary College and Research Institute
Tirunelveli (Tamil Nadu) – 627 001
Phone: 94881 07766 e-mail: agbravi@gmail.com
Dr. A.KUMARAVEL
Professor and Head,
Department of Veterinary Anatomy
Veterinary College and Research Institute
Tirunelveli (Tamil Nadu) – 627 001
Phone: 94436 96504
e-mail: kumaravel@tanuvas.org.in

Salem Black Goat
Conserved by D. Senthilkumar, Tamil Nadu

Address of livestock keeper :

D. Senthilkumar
S/o M. Dhandapani,
Kumbarapatty
Tharkadu (Po),
Kolathur (via)
Mettur (Tk), Salem (Dt).
Phone : 04298-254054, Mobile : 9688865588
E-mail : guhusri2009@gmail.com

Family background
Mr. D.Senthilkumar is native of Tharkadu village in Mettur Taluk of Salem District,
Tamil Nadu. He belongs to Vellala Gounder community. He studied up to 10th
standard and the main occcupation is agricultural and animal husbandry activities.
He is having 18 acres of land and the main agricultural activities are cultivation
of Turmeric, Sugarcane and chilles. Mr. D. Senthilkumar is maintaining 38 pure
breed Salem Black goats ( 5+28+3+2).
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Species

Adult

Breed

Young

Total
M
F
M
F
Cattle
Jersey cross
3
2
5
Tellicherry
3
37
11
2
53
Goat
Salem Black
5
28
3
2
38
Pallai adu
1
9
3
13
Fore fathers were engaged in agriculture and animal husbandry activities over the
generations. Recently he has constructed an elevated slotted floor for rearing their
goats and actively involved in cultivation of different types of fodder for feeding
their animals..

Details of Breed Conservation
Mr. D. Senthilkumar is maintaining Salem goats over the generations. Previously
he maintained Salem Black goats under semi-intensive system of management
with little input. Recently he is rearing the goats in a scientific manner with better
housing and feeding practice. He has taken up animal husbandry activities by using
innovative methods like elevated shed for housing goats, cultivation of CO4, Alfalfa
and Hedge Lucerne fodder varieties using drip and sprinkler irrigations. His family
is following strict selection criteria for selection of Salem Black kids for future
breeding. The males are selected based on the true breed character. Taller and
longer male kids are usually selected for breeding purpose. Females are selected
based on their breed characters and mothering ability. He vaccinates the animals
regularly with help of local veterinarian for PPR and ETV diseases. He regularly
deworms the goats using anthelmintic drugs with the advice of the veterinary doctor.
To avoid inbreeding, he is exchanging bucks with nearby farmers.
He is getting income through sale of male kids and culled ewes. He sells the
kids at 6 to 12 months of age for Rs.3500/- per animal. He is selling 20 to 30
male kids in a year.

Documented by

:

Dr. N. Murali,
Professor and Head
Mecheri Sheep Research Station
Pottaneri (Post), Mettur Taluk,
Salem District, Tamil Nadu
Dr. A.K. Thiruvenkadan,
Professor and Head,
Dept. of Animal Genetics and Breeding
Veterinary College and Research Institute
Orathanadu, Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu, India
mobile : 94435 65565
e-mail : drthirusiva@gmail.com

Gangatiri Cattle breed
Conserved and improved by Mr. Ram Narayan Singh

Address of livestock keeper :

Ram Narayan Singh
Shri Kashi Jeev Daya Vistarini Goshala Evam
Pashushala, Branch Shri Rameshwar GoShala,
Village and Post: Rameshwar,
District: Varanasi, State: Uttar Pradesh
Phone : 0542-2276460 Mobile : 07897002218
surabhishodhsansthan@yahoo.com

Family Background :
Ram Narayan Singh Son of Late Shri Narsingh Singh, is resident of village and
post Daudpur, Jamaniyan, district Ghazipur which is 40 km away from the district
headquarter of Varanasi. After attaining the post graduation degree, he joined traditional
agriculture of village and goseva (service of cattle). Hindu by birth and farmer and
gosevak by work, his working area is from his village to Shri Rameshwar Goshala,
Varanasi. At this moment he is attached to Shri Rameshwar Goshala which is a
branch of Shri Kashi Jeevdaya Vistarini Goshala and Pashushala, Varanasi, where
he is doing the work of rearing and conserving cattle and also the works related
to breed improvement. There are various breeds of cattle at this goshala, which
have escaped from the butchers. Apart from these breeds, Gangatiri and Hariana
cattle are also there in the goshala.

Details of Breed Improvement and Conservation
About Ganagtiri, there was an opinion in people’s mind that it has low milk production
and lactating period is also very less. Due to negligence, this breed is getting
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almost extinct. After the conservation of this breed by our Goshala, Gangatiri cow
is producing up to the extent of 19 litres of milk/ day per cow. Feeling of rejection
towards this breed turns into acceptance among people. Right now Rameshwar
Goshala is having a total of 70 acres of land, in which organic farming and cattle
improvement is done. At present the details of Ganagtiri cattle at Shri Rameshwar
Goshala is as follows as: Cow-186, bull-3, bullocks-4, male calf-32, female calf125, total- 350.
Varanasi has been mainly the area of indigenous breeds of cattle. Later on due to
infilteration of exotic breeds, goshala was bound to become more alert and duty
conscious for conservation of indigenous breeds. After infilteration of exotic cattle,
it was popularized that indigenous cattle are producing less milk than the exotic
cattle. Then the goshala developed the Gangatiri breed to the level of production of
exotic cattle and removed this myth among the people. The fifth generation progenies
of this Gangatiri breed are now present in the goshala in form of a successful
indigenous cattle breed. This breed was almost extinct. When the influence of
exotic breeds was increased and people come to know that the quality of exotic
cattle milk was poorer as compared to the indigenous cattle milk, this goshala
started working on Gangatiri breed. Due to which breed was made available in the
goshala area and at present Gangatiri cattle of maximum of 19 litres of milk per
day is available in goshala by which misconception among the people has been
removed that indigenous cattle produces less milk.
Through the medium of goshala animals of Gangatiri breed have been accepted by
the farmers and these animals are producing good quantity of milk at the farmer’s
doorstep also. The milk produced by Gangatiri farmers is purchased and added to
the milk pool of goshala and distributed in the town, thereby giving maximum and
appropriate cost to the farmers; which has improved the economic condition of
farmers of the villages. With this Ganagtiri cattle has been conserved and therefore,
became very popular. In this way farmers became Gopalak (cattle rearer) and got a
regular source of income, thereby improving the economic status of the villages.

Translated from Hindi by

:

Dr. P.K. Singh,
NBAGR, Karnal.

Mecheri Sheep
Conserved by Mr. T.S. Palanisamy, Tamil Nadu.

Address of livestock keeper :

T.S.Palanisamy, S/o T.M.Sengodan,
1/186, Ukkamparuthi kadu,
Kolathur post, Mettur (Tk), Salem (Dt)
Tamil Nadu PIN - 636303
Phone - 04298-259666
Mobile - 9443307499
E-mail: tspkolathur@yahoo.co.in

Family background
Mr. T.S.Palanisamy is residing in Ukkamparuthi Kadu in Mettur Taluk of Tamil
Nadu. He is an agricultural land lord with 25 acres of land. He is maintaining
48 purebred Mecheri sheep for meat purpose. Besides Mecheri sheep, he is also
rearing other livestock species viz. cattle, buffalo and dog and animal particulars
are as follows:
He is belonging to Kongu Vellalar community and their main occupations are agricultural
and allied activities. He studied up to PUC and he and his family members are
fully involved in agricultural and livestock activities. Mr.T.S.Palanisamy is rearing
Mecheri sheep over the generations.

Details of Breed Conservation
Mr.T.S.Palanisamy and his family are rearing Mecheri sheep for more than four
generations. His father maintained more than 250 pure breed Mecheri sheep for
meat and manure purpose. Because of shrinkage of grazing land and labour problem,
now Mr.T.S.Palanisamy is maintaining 48 purebred Mecheri sheep. As from the time
he knows, the family is
following strict selection
criteria. They do not allow
animals with horns and
are culled immediately
from the herd. The
general selection criterion
for rams is true breed
characters, body weight,
height and length. Rams
are allowed for mating
after attaining three years
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of age. The ewes with true breed characters and better growth rate alone are
maintained. He vaccinates the animals with help of local veterinarian for Sheep
pox, PPR, and ETV. He regularly deworms the animal with anthelminthic drugs. His
fore fathers used herbal dewormers procured from tribal people from Dharmapuri
district. He is very much aware about inbreeding and to avoid inbreeding, he
exchange rams between herds once in three years.
Because of his commitment to rear the purebred Mecheri sheep, he has been
enrolled in the Mega sheep project of the ICAR as a beneficiary for receiving the
ram from the nucleus herd of Mecheri sheep maintained in Mecheri Sheep Research
Station, Pottaneri, Tamil Nadu.

Income
He gets income thorough sale of male lambs at three months of age and also by
selling old animals for meat purpose. He sells animals at the rate of Rs.2800–
3000/- animal at 3-4 months of age. Because of labour problem, he is in process
of fencing his 25 acres of land for establishing Korangadu type of pasture land for
rearing of Mecheri sheep and crossbred cattle. Because of better return through
Mecheri sheep rearing practices he is even planning to give up his agriculture
activities.

Documented by

:

Dr. N. Murali,
Professor and Head
Mecheri Sheep Research Station
Pottaneri (Post)
Mettur Taluk, Salem District
Tamil Nadu
Dr. A.K. Thiruvenkadan,
Professor and Head
Department of Animal Genetics and Breeding
Veterinary College and Research Institute
Orathanadu, Thanjavur
Tamil Nadu.
mobile: 9443565565
email: drthirusiva@gmail.com

Mecheri Sheep
Conserved by Mr. Devarajan, Tamil Nadu

Address of livestock keeper :

Mr. T.K. Devarajan
S/o. Mr.Kandasamy Gounder
Tharkadu (Post), Kolathur (Via)
Mettur (Taluk), Salem (District)
Tamil Nadu, Pin- 636303
Phone - 04298-254009
Mobile – 09751083656

Family background
Mr. T.K. Devarajan is residing in an Tharkadu village in Mettur taluk of Tamil Nadu
and is having 45 acres of agriculture land for agriculture and allied activities. He
is actively involved in agricultural and livestock rearing practices over the years.
The major agricultural activities he is involved over the years are cultivation of
sugarcane, turmeric, ground nut and chillies. His family is rearing Mecheri sheep
over the generations and at present he is maintaining 45 pure bred Mecheri
sheep. Besides sheep, he is also keeping four Jersey crossbred cattle and three
young calves for milk production. He belongs to the Gounder community and the
major source of income is being obtained from the agricultural and sheep rearing
practices. From the childhood, he is involved in rearing of Mecheri sheep. He is
maintaining Mecheri sheep mainly on grazing in the uncultivated areas and along
road sides.

Details of Breed Conservation
Mecheri sheep is a medium sized animal with compact body and covered with short
hairs, which are not shorn. They are light brown in colour. The head is medium in
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length with medium to broad fore head
and it is well carried. The profile is slightly
roman nose. The ears are medium - long,
leaf like and semi pendulous. They have
brown coloured tapering muzzle. Mecheri
sheep is classified under polled breeds
of sheep. Both males and females are
polled. The wattles are present in both
males and females. The legs are medium
sized, straight and medium in length and
squarely set under the body. The tail is
thin and short. Udder is small and round,
tightly attached to the belly with small
conical teats placed laterally.
Mecheri sheep is traditionally been reared
in small flocks in close association with
man, are gentle and docile. The ewes
generally show good mothering ability.
The overall means for height at withers, body length and chest girth at above two
years of ages are 67.39 ± 0.41, 65.53 ± 0.43 and 73.81 ± 0.43 cm respectively.
The pooled means for body weight of lambs at birth, 3, 6 and 12 months of age
are 2.82 ± 0.01, 10.89 ± 0.07, 15.60 ± 0.10 and 21.10 ± 0.14 kg respectively.
In adults, the pooled means for body weight at 24-36 and above 36 months of
age was 29.78 ± 0.18 and 30.31 ± 0.29 kg respectively.
Mecheri sheep are reared mainly for meat and the primary by-product is skin. He
is also getting income through sale of manure and penning his animals in the
farmers land for manure. Mecheri sheep skins are superior and it is suitable for
high quality garment or high valued upper leathers. In the skin market, because of
its superior quality, Mecheri sheep skin fetches premium price. The rate for good
quality sheep skin ranged between Rs.300 to 500 and the price depends on the
age and sex of the animal and external condition of the skin.
In Mr.Devarajan’s Mecheri sheep flock, both males and females are maintained
together throughout the year. He is doing systematic selection of male lambs for
breeding purpose. He select few ram lambs for future breeding and others are
disposed off and almost all the females are retained for breeding. He is selecting
ram lambs based on body colour, horn condition and phenotypic appearance. Particular
attention is also given to size, colour, conformation, coat and absence of horn.
The rams are maintained for mating up to 4 years of age and they are mostly
replaced with ram lambs selected from their own flock. The ewes are retained for
breeding up to 5 to 7 years of age.
Mr.Devarajan is maintaining the Mecheri sheep under sedentary system of
management. They are allowed to graze extensively as a flock for a distance of
3-4 kms. They are allowed to graze for about 7 to 8 hours in uncultivated areas,
along roadsides, forest areas and harvested fields. The main sources of fodder are
local weeds in the banks of dry and wet lands, leaves from harvested crops and
lopped tree leaves. During summer months due to scarcity of grasses in the grazing
fields, the sheep are fed with cultivated fodder crops and dry fodders like sorghum
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and bajra stovers, groundnut hay, paddy straw and horse gram hay. Sometimes,
during lean period, concentrate feeding consisted of rice bran, groundnut cake,
soaked cottonseed and bajra are also given to lactating ewes. He is maintaining
lambs with eves milk, local weeds, grasses, tree leaves, harvested crops and dry
fodder up to 2 - 3 months of age and then they are allowed for grazing.
He is housing the Mecheri sheep in open pens in the harvested filed for manuring
the harvested land. Usually the housing structure is shifted daily to the nearby
place once in two days. The housing structure of open pen consists of half walled
movable enclosures made up of bamboo stick (locally called patti padal), night
watchman shelter and a special enclosure for lambs. Generally, the night watchman
shelter is placed inside the enclosure to provide a covered area to the animals.
This protects the sheep from rain and extreme winter. The lambs are housed in
special enclosure made up of bamboo sticks, palmyra leaves and they are placed
either inside the sheep pen or nearer to the pens.
Even though there is an admixture of Mecheri sheep with Nellore, Madras Red and
Tiruchy Black sheep in its breeding tract (i.e. Salem, Erode, Karur and Dharmapuri
districts), Mr. Deverajan is maintain the purebred Mecheri sheep without admixture.
Because of better pricing of meat and skin, he is maintaining the purebred the
Mecheri sheep over the years. Because of his commitment to rear the pure bred
Mecheri sheep, he has been enrolled in the Mega sheep project of the ICAR as a
beneficiary for receiving the ram from the nucleus herd of Mecheri sheep maintained
in Mecheri Sheep Research Station, Pottaneri, Tamil Nadu.

Income
The marketing of live Mecheri sheep is disorganized and involved middlemen and
commission agents. Mr.Devarajan selects few ram lambs for future breeding and
others are disposed off at the age of 3 to 12 months and almost all the ewe
lambs are retained in the flocks for future breeding. He is selling around 30
Mecheri lambs in a year and the price of the animals ranged between Rs.3000/to Rs.4500/- according to their age and sex.
In general, the Mecheri sheep are sold to the traders who visit the villages regularly
or weekly markets or sold to the butchers directly or some times to the fellow
farmers for rearing. The major buyers in weekly markets were big traders and city
wholesale meat dealers. The weekly markets are mostly owned by local bodies,
which lack in facility for shelter, fodder and even in some place the basic need
of water. In most of the markets, trading is based on muscle thickness at loin
and thigh. The traders estimate the probable meat yield based on the muscle
thickness and fix the price for each animal.

Documented by

:

Dr. A.K. Thiruvenkadan
Professor and Head
Department of Animal Genetics and Breeding
Veterinary College and Research Institute
Orathanadu, Thanjavur, Tamil Nadu
mobile: 9443565565
email: drthirusiva@gmail.com

Attappady Black Goat
Conserved by Mr. Palani, Kerala

Address of livestock keeper :

Palani, S/o Maniyan
Narasimukku Adivasi Colony
Alantharai, Agali. P.O, Palakkad
Mob : 9526741862

Family background
Palani is about 55 Yrs.old, and belongs to “Irula”, one of the Tribal community
(“Aadivasi” in Malayalam) of Kerala, residing at the “Narasimukku Aadivasi Colony”
in Palakkad district of Kerala. There are 150 tribal households. They are one of
the oldest tribal community of the western ghats region. Palani is a popular person
in the tribe and is a reputed goat breeder who keeps high quality goats. Palani’s
generation does not have any formal education. But the next generation has Goat
and cattle rearing has been part of their life. Palani, like other members of the
colony, own 1 acre of land. Since there are forest land and hillocks near the
coloney (where their earlier generations used to live), they use the same forest land
/hillocks for grazing their goat and cattle. The young ones of thes goats mostly
live inside the house and are the “close firends” of grand children of Palani. He
has his mother staying with him. The goat shed is very close to their own house
(hut) and quite big in comparison to their own house (shows the value they give
to the livestock). Ther are only very few, only a handful rearing Attappady goats.
The dilution of the breed is drastic and the valuable germplasm will be lost for
ever if some positive intervention is not there. The Tribals are illusioned to rear
other varieties of goats including foreign breeds. Only a few are there following the
traditional goat rearing. Palani owns 1 acre land, and 8 does and 1 buck belonging
to the “Attappady black” breed.

Details of Breed Conservation
Attached how many generations this breed has been maintained brief history of the
breed conservation, breed description, selection criteria for males, present status,
population, role of your fore-fathers/earlier generations in conservation and use of
this breed in a separate sheet.
Palani’s family had been keeping these goats for probably 5 generations and they
have not been purchasing any goat from outside. The tribal families keep Attapady
goats since many generations. The present goats are said to be the decedents
of the goats they got from their fore-fathers. The known history seems to be for
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atleast 5 generations.They never buy any cattle or goats from outside. They will
sell the goats when they really need money for some urgent need like childrens’
education, marriage or some other such rituals. The family can get about Rs 12,000
to 15,000 in a year, through selling of goats.

Breed description of Attappady Black Goat
The species name is Capra hircus. It is known since a long time,but no recorded
evidence as to since when. As the name says, they are fully black in color, with
“copperish” stain for hairs on the thighs. The eyes also have a copper tint. The
breed originated in Attappady region of Palakkad District of Kerala and is reared
mainly by the tribes of Attappady. This region is inhabited by some of the major
tribal communities of the State known as Irulas, Mudukas and Kurumbas. Goat
rearing is mainly done by the tribal women. The tribal economy is mainly dependent
on goat rearing and some agricultural activities. The local goat variety evolved and
developed solely by these tribes over the ages, are medium sized, lean,long legged
and slender bodied. The animals are maintained on an extensive grazing(browsing)
system. The males weigh around 35 kg and females 30 kg. They are healthy and
well adapted to the ecosystem and resistant to many diseases. Generally flocks of
10 – 20 goats reared by single farmer.
The flocks are maintained mainly on extensive grazing/browsing system. Country
grass and local tree leaves are the main source of greens fed to the goats.
Straws of jowar, maize and dried vegetative parts of cowpea and groundnut are
also used as dry fodder for the goats. Banana leaves are also fed to the goats.
Concentrate feeding is not at all practiced by the farmers/tribals. The goats are
taken out for grazing to the nearest hilly areas and forest areas around 9 or 10 o’
clock in the morning. Generally this is done by the women and elders. The goats
are brought back by 5.30 in the evening. The overall average grazing period was
found to be 8hrs and coverage area is about 3 kms. Community grazing is also
a common practice in the area. Two or three flocks were taken for grazing. Kids
below three months are kept in houses while others are let out for grazing. The
rivers are the major sources of water and the goats drink from the river during
browsing. These goats are reared mainly for meat production. They have good feed
conversion efficiency. The body weight performance of these breeds reared entirely
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on grazing without any grains or concentrates
is said to be comparable to that of any
meat breed of goat in India. Milking is not
done for these goats and kids suckle the
milk. The black colour is another special
quality which make them a highly attractive
meat animal for tribes and also others as
evident from the buyers reaching the native
tract from North Kerala and Tamilnadu.
Natural service is practised in the flock.
The male selection is based on the size.
Females retained are also based on size.It
appears that this phenotypic selection based
on size for a highly heritable character is
an apt and effective method. Single births
are more common than twin or multiple.
The use of the goats is limited to meat and
the income derived from that.The meat of this variety is tasty as well as believed
to have medicinal values. These goats are not reared for milk.. They are used for
meat and the meat of this variety is tasty as well as believed to have medicinal
values. They have good feed conversion efficiency and have no disceases too.
From 8 goats the family makes a good amount. He says he can get Rs12,000–
15,000 a year from goats.The investment is only the labour. During day time
one family member has to be with the goats going out for browsing.The goats
specially the males are sold for meat purpose. The meat of the black goats is a
delicacy and sold at higher price. Does are not milked and as such there is no
direct income from milk. Milk is for the kids and for their growth.
The goats are a part of the family and they are cared like the children in the
house. The children grow with the kids. This man animal relationship is one great
achievement. Kids are kept inside and not let out with adults, But grownup children
and women take the goats for browsing and the goat keeping is a joint venture of
the family.It enhances the family bonding. The feeding system brings in great food
value for the meat produced. Grains or concentrates are not fed to the animals.
What is to be remembered in this context is the whole world is looking towards
organic farming and grass/fodder fed animal products,considering the high level of
immunity incorporated through such feeds. Grass-fed beef, or beef produced from
cattle fed only forage and no grain has been reported to contain higher ncentrations
of vitamin A, vitamin E, increased levels of omega - 3, a more desirable omega3:omega-6 ratio, and increased levels of conjugated linoleic acid (helping good
cholesterol level), all substances with favorable biological effects on human health.
Years and years back the Adivasi does it and the so called modern world is
starting to realise it only now. This again gives the message “Return to nature”
conservation of rare breeds is absolutely necessary and this is the most valuable
silent message Palani also gives to the world

Documented by

:

Vechur Conservation Trust
Mannuthy, Kerala.

